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            PROJECT  DESCRIPTION 
 

The project “Bridging Borders” is the part of the bigger project G.I.V.E. (Global Illimited 
Volunteering Energy) which is built on the idea of cooperation between organisations 
that share common values and work toward the building of a positive idea of global 

community. 
By joining European Volunteers with Sumy Regional Youth and Teen Euroclubs, we hope to 

develop solidarity and cross-border relationships between Ukrainian and European youth. Together 
they will learn to celebrate the broad diversity of European cultures that exists in Europe, help to 
strengthen the way to a larger, more encompassing European Union, develop collaboration of 
Ukrainian and European young people, acquaint them with historical and cultural heritage and 
traditions. 

 

MAIN  OBJECTIVES: 
 

- to promote European citizenship values;  
 - to improve the level of competence and knowledge in the field of youth work, active citizenship and 
participation;  
- to raise awareness and understanding of other cultures and countries;  
- to encourage intercultural dialogue, multicultural diversity, social inclusion and cater for the needs of 
disadvantaged groups;  
- to establish a platform of resources for Ukrainian and European youth in order to promote 
volunteering.  

 
 

EUROCLUBS: WHAT ARE THEY? 
 

Euroclubs are extra-curricular non-formal gatherings of enthusiastic school and 
university  youth  in  order  to  enlarge  knowledge about the principles and values of  

modern Europe, the structure of EU, to get more information about the 
perspectives for young people in European countries,  
to break stereotypes and prejudices towards  
the partner countries Neighboring the EU. 
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VOLUNTEER’S  TASKS:  
 

- to promote the European values and active citizenship by preparing and leading the 
Euroclubs;  
- to strengthen the Sumy Network of Euroclubs;  
- to involve local school and university youth focused in promoting European 
values, active citizenship, civic responsibility, community service, distributing of 
ides of Europe, friendship between people and peaceful coexistence;   
- to teach leadership skills to youth and provide them with knowledge about EU, 
European integration;   
- to promote cultural diversity and break stereotypes about the home country of a volunteer in the local 
community;   
- to promote of voluntary service among local youth;   
- to explain and operate with the basic concepts of tolerance, mutual respect, sense of responsibility, 
particular in relation to the world, human rights. 

 

PROJECT DETAILS:  
 

 Venue: Northern part of Ukraine 
Region: Sumy Oblast   
City: Sumy    
Area: 145 km2 (56 sq. mi)   
Population: 270,870 

Hosting organization:    Sumy Non-governmental organization  
                                                 “Center for European Initiatives” [CEI] 

When: January 1st, 2016 – December 31st, 2017 
Team: CEI staff & EVS international team, local volunteers 
Coordinator: Iryna Novak / iryna.novak.cei@gmail.com 
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VOLUNTEER’S  PROFILE:   
 

 Be between 18 and 30 years-old; 

 Ready to work with kids and teenagers; 

 Be enthusiastic, energetic, eager to learn, full of creative ideas; 

 Be able to communicate in English (at least B2); 

  Be willing to study either Russian or Ukrainian (as not all people they will work with speak English); 

 Be ready to work in mixed groups of volunteers from different countries that have their EVS in CEI; 

 Be interested in the issues of democracy, equality and human rights, tolerance; 
 CEI always encourages volunteers to develop new activities, own initiatives and ideas. We require no 

specific skills or any professional qualifications, but rather – interest and enthusiasm and motivation. It is 
also important that our volunteers have some ‘space’ for developing new ideas and personal interests.   

  

WORKING  AND  LIVING  CONDITIONS:   
 

    Volunteers will share three or two-room flats where each of them has his 
personal room, common fully equipped kitchen, bathroom, WI-FI. 
 

     Each volunteer receive the amount of 100 € for food and 55 € for pocket money 
per month. 

 

     The volunteer will have a mentor helping her/him to develop the learning, social skills and improve 
the process of integration. 

 

There is a separate volunteers’ room in the office of CEI, where they can organize meeting, events, 
language courses, other activities, etc.  

 

CONTACTS:  
22 Naberezhna r. Strilky Street, 40000 Sumy, Ukraine 
Phone: +38 (0542) 798668 / Fax: +38 (0542) 793286 / info@eu.sumy.ua  
 

MORE ABOUT US:  
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https://vk.com/public39178510

